Familiar
withATX
Safer
Streets
goals

Opinion on
state of
Austin
transit

Does Austin
have a
transit
shortage

Supports
expanding
commuter
transit?

Supports
urban rail
initiative?

Supports
using cityowned lots/
garages as
overnight
parking?

Does
Austin
have
enough
"for-hire"
drivers?

Supports
TNC 's?

Supports
increase in
permanent taxi
permits?

Supports
temporary "peak
time" taxi
permits?

Supports cab
stands?

Willing to go a
week without a
personal
vehicle, to see
what
commuters are
facing?

Uses public/
alternative
transit?

Supports a
robust late
night transit
plan?

ATX SAFER
STREETS

What ATX Safer Streets did:

These scores are not intended to be an
endorsement for any one candidate, and are for
informational purposes only.

We gave all candidates running for Mayor and
City Council a questionnaire, asking them for
their opinions on transportation in Austin, with a
focus on late-night transit.

You may or may not agree with every position
ATX Safer Streets takes on these issues; we
encourage you to research each candidate and
vote for the one you feel best represents you .

MAYOR

Familiar
with ATX
Safer
Streets
goals

Opinion on
state of
Austin
transit

Does Austin
have a
transit
shortage

Supports
expanding
commuter
transit?

Supports
urban rail
initiative?

Supports
using cityowned lots/
garages as
overnight
parking?

Does
Austin
have
enough
"for-hire"
drivers?

Supports
increase in
permanent taxi
permits?

N/A

100°/o

More information on scoring:

Our questionnaire had 14 questions with a yes/no
or positive/negative answer.

Candidates that did not respond to our
questionnaire were not included.

We compared the candidate's answers to how we
would have answered those same questions.

Candidates that did not answer a question,
or answered "yes and no" or "I don't know"
and didn't give a compelling argument for
either side of the issue, did not have these
answers included in their score.

The result is their ATX Safer Streets "score" which
is a percentage of how we feel their answers are
in line with ours.

Supports
TNC's?

SAFER
STREETS
SCORE

How ATX Safer Streets scored candidates:

We then added up the number of answers that
agreed with ours, and divided that number by 14.

We have each candidates' long form answer on
our website atxsaferstreets.org, and we
encourage you to go there to read their full
responses.

Why do you believe ATX
Safer Streets should
endorse you?

Supports
temporary "peak
time" taxi
permits?

Supports cab
stands?

Uses public/
alternative
transit?

Willing to go a
week without a
personal
vehicle, to see
what
commuters are
facing?

These are extremely complex issues, and
our interpretations of those answers may be
different than yours. We have each
candidates' long form answer on our website
atxsaferstreets.org, and we encourage you
to go there to read their full responses.

Supports a
robust late
night transit
plan?

Why do you believe ATX
Safer Streets should
endorse you?

Steve Adler

I firmly believe in the
mission that ATX Safer
Streets is trying to
accomplish.

Sheryl Cole

I look forward to working in
partnership with the
community and leading on
making Austin a friendlier
city to all transit users.

Mike Martinez

No answer

Todd Phelps

I have been fighting the
same up hill battle for
Austin to have more late
night transportation options
before and during my
campaign.

Randall Stephens

I have used all these
services and support public
transportation , multi-modal
systems development, and
free enterprise.

For informational purposes only This information is not intended as an endorsement for any one candidate.
To see each candidate's full answers, visit atxsaferstreets.org.

SAFER STREETS
SCORE

86°/o

71°/o

Familiar
withATX
Safer
Streets
goals

Opinion on
state of
Austin
transit

Does Austin
have a
transit
shortage

Supports
expanding
commuter
transit?

Supports
urban rail
initiative?

Supports
using cityowned lots/
garages as
overnight
parking?

Does
Austin
have
enough
"for-hire"
drivers?

Supports
TNC's?

Supports
increase in
permanent taxi
permits?

Supports
temporary "peak
time" taxi
permits?

Supports cab
stands?

Uses public/
alternative
transit?

Willing to go a
week without a
personal
vehicle, to see
what
commuters are
facing?

Supports a
robust late
night transit
plan?

ATX SAFER
STREETS

Why do you believe ATX
Safer Streets should
endorse you?

SAFER
STREETS
SCORE

N/A

100°/o

What ATX Safer Streets did:

How ATX Safer Streets scored candidates:

What should you do with this information:

More information on scoring:

We gave all candidates running for Mayor and
City Council a questionnaire, asking them for
their opinions on transportation in Austin, with a
focus on late-night transit.

Our questionnaire had 14 questions with a yes/no
or positive/negative answer.

These scores are not intended to be an
endorsement for any one candidate , and are for
informational purposes only.

Candidates that did not respond to our
questionnaire were not included.

We compared the candidate's answers to how we
would have answered those same questions.

You may or may not agree with every position
ATX Safer Streets takes on these issues; we
encourage you to research each candidate and
vote for the one you feel best represents you.

We then added up the number of answers that
agreed with ours, and divided that number by 14.
The result is their ATX Safer Streets "score" which
is a percentage of how we feel their answers are
in line with ours.

CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT ONE

Familiar
withATX
Safer
Streets
goals

Opinion on
state of
Austin
transit

Does Austin
have a
transit
shortage

Supports
expanding
commuter
transit?

Supports
urban rail
initiative?

Supports
using cityowned lots/
garages as
overnight
parking?

Does
Austin
have
enough
"for-hire"
drivers?

Candidates that did not answer a question,
or answered "yes and no" or "I don't know"
and didn't give a compelling argument for
either side of the issue, did not have these
answers included in their score.
These are extremely complex issues, and
our interpretations of those answers may be
different than yours. We have each
candidates' long form answer on our website
atxsaferstreets.org, and we encourage you
to go there to read their full responses.

We have each candidates' long form answer on
our website atxsaferstreets.org, and we
encourage you to go there to read their full
responses .

Supports
TNC 's?

Supports
increase in
permanent taxi
permits?

Supports
temporary "peak
time" taxi
permits?

Supports cab
stands?

Uses public/
alternative
transit?

Willing to go a
week without a
personal
vehicle, to see
what
commuters are
facing?

Supports a
robust late
night transit
plan?

Why do you believe ATX
Safer Streets should
endorse you?

Michael Cargill

Austin is continually
growing and we must end
the indecisiveness of the
City Council.

Ora Houston

I want to work with groups
who are advocating for
safer streets and different
transit options throughout
the city.

Norman A Jacobson

Fluoride is not a hot topic.
However, it should be.
It seems as though no one
has crunched the numbers
from the research data,
except for me.

Valerie Menard

I support the mission of ATX
Safer Streets, and as a
public servant, my first
priority will be to improve
safety for Austin citizens.

For informational purposes only This information is not intended as an endorsement for any one candidate.
To see each candidate's full answers, visit atxsaferstreets.org.

SAFER STREETS
SCORE

Familiar
with ATX
Safer
Streets
goals

Opinion on
state of
Austin
transit

Does Austin
have a
transit
shortage

Supports
expanding
commuter
transit?

Supports
urban rail
initiative?

Supports
using cityowned lots/
garages as
overnight
parking?

Does
Austin
have
enough
"for-hire"
drivers?

Supports
TNC's?

Supports
increase in
permanent taxi
permits?

Supports
temporary "peak
time" taxi
permits?

Supports cab
stands?

Willing to go a
week without a
personal
vehicle, to see
what
commuters are
facing?

Uses public/
alternative
transit?

Supports a
robust late
night transit
plan?

ATX SAFER
STREETS

Why do you believe ATX
Safer Streets should
endorse you?

SAFER
STREETS
SCORE

N/A

100°/o

What ATX Safer Streets did:

How ATX Safer Streets scored candidates:

What should you do with this information:

More information on scoring:

We gave all candidates running for Mayor and
City Council a questionnaire, asking them for
their opinions on transportation in Austin, with a
focus on late-night transit.

Our questionnaire had 14 questions with a yes/no
or positive/negative answer.

These scores are not intended to be an
endorsement for any one candidate, and are for
informational purposes only.

Candidates that did not respond to our
questionnaire were not included.

We compared the candidate's answers to how we
would have answered those same questions.
We then added up the number of answers that
agreed with ours, and divided that number by 14.

We have each candidates' long form answer on
our website atxsaferstreets.org, and we
encourage you to go there to read their full
responses.

The result is their ATX Safer Streets "score" which
is a percentage of how we feel their answers are
in line with ours.

CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT TWO

Familiar
withATX
Safer
Streets
goals

Opinion on
state of
Austin
transit

Does Austin
have a
transit
shortage

Supports
expanding
commuter
transit?

Supports
urban rail
initiative?

Supports
using cityowned lots/
garages as
overnight
parking?

Does
Austin
have
enough
"for-hire"
drivers?

Candidates that did not answer a question,
or answered "yes and no" or "I don't know"
and didn't give a compelling argument for
either side of the issue, did not have these
answers included in their score.

You may or may not agree with every position
ATX Safer Streets takes on these issues; we
encourage you to research each candidate and
vote for the one you feel best represents you.

Supports
TNC's?

Supports
increase in
permanent taxi
permits?

Supports
temporary "peak
time" taxi
permits?

Supports
cab stands?

Uses public/
alternative
transit?

Willing to go a
week without a
personal
vehicle, to see
what
commuters are
facing?

These are extremely complex issues, and
our interpretations of those answers may be
different than yours. We have each
candidates' long form answer on our website
atxsaferstreets.org, and we encourage you
to go there to read their full responses.

Supports a
robust late
night transit
plan?

Why do you believe ATX
Safer Streets should
endorse you?

ATX Safer Streets
should endorse me as
the candidate for Austin
City Council District 2
because I have pledged
to improve transportation
options for all Austinites,
especially those in South
and South East Austin
that have been under
served.

John C. Sheppard

For informational purposes only This information is not intended as an endorsement for any one candidate.
To see each candidate's full answers, visit atxsaferstreets.org.

SAFER
STREETS
SCORE

ATX SAFER
STREETS

N/A

100°/o

What ATX Safer Streets did:

What should you do with this information:

How ATX Safer Streets scored candidates:

More information on scoring:

We gave all candidates running for Mayor and
City Council a questionnaire, asking them for
their opinions on transportation in Austin, with a
focus on late-night transit.

These scores are not intended to be an
endorsement for any one candidate, and are for
informational purposes only.

Our questionnaire had 14 questions with a yes/no
or positive/negative answer.

Candidates that did not respond to our questionnaire were not included.

We compared the candidate's answers to how we
would have answered those same questions.

You may or may not agree with every position
ATX Safer Streets takes on these issues; we
encourage you to research each candidate and
vote for the one you feel best represents you.

We then added up the number of answers that
agreed with ours, and divided that number by 14.

We have each candidates' long form answer on
our website atxsaferstreets.org , and we
encourage you to go there to read their full
responses .

Familiar
withATX
Safer
Streets
goals

Opinion on
state of
Austin
transit

Does Austin
have a
transit
shortage

Supports
expanding
commuter
transit?

Supports
using cityowned lots/
garages as
overnight
parking?

Does
Austin
have
enough
"for-hire"
drivers?

The result is their ATX Safer Streets "score" which
is a percentage of how we feel their answers are
in line with ours.

Supports
increase in
permanent taxi
permits?

Supports
temporary "peak
time" taxi
permits?

Candidates that did not answer a question, or answered "yes and no" or
"I don't know" and didn't give a compelling argument for either side of the
issue, did not have these answers included in their score .
These are extremely complex issues, and our interpretations of those
answers may be different than yours. We have each candidates' long
form answer on our website atxsaferstreets.org, and we encourage you
to go there to read their full responses.

Willing to go a
week without a
personal
vehicle, to see
what
commuters are
facing?

Supports a
robust late
night transit
plan?

Why do you believe ATX
Safer Streets should
endorse you?

SAFER
STREETS
SCORE

Mario Cantu

I believe mass transit is a
critical part of the solution to
our transportation problems.

71°/o

Christopher Hoerster

I have been following ATX
Safer Streets since it began
and I applaud the rapid
growth and progress you
have had.

Shaun Ireland

I am the only candidate in
the District 3 race that
supports both urban rail and
a complete code rewrite on
for hire transportation to
include TNCs.

CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT THREE

Dr. Fred L. McGhee

Supports
urban rail
initiative?

Supports
TNC's?

Supports cab
stands?

Uses public/
alternative
transit?

Not enough
data

Not enough
data

When it comes to the future
of Austin , ATX Safer Streets
and I see eye-to-eye on
many issues.

Eric J. Rangel

Ricardo TurullolsBonilla

a. I am the most qualified
candidate. My educational
and military credentials
alone distinguish me in the
District 3 race.
b. Money

Don't know

Yes and noneed exists
but who
should pay
for it

While it should be evidently
based on the replies to the
special interests of a ATX
Safer Streets, it should also
reflect the overall
transportation issues that
we have.
It's clear that my personal
views and the goals of ATX
Safer Streets align.

Jose Valera

For informational purposes only This information is not intended as an endorsement for any one candidate.
To see each candidate's full answers, visit atxsaferstreets.org.

50°/o

100°/o

Familiar
withATX
Safer
Streets
goals

Opinion on
state of
Austin
transit

Does Austin
have a
transit
shortage

Supports
expanding
commuter
transit?

Supports
urban rail
initiative?

Supports
using cityowned lots/
garages as
overnight
parking?

Does
Austin
have
enough
"for-hire"
drivers?

Supports
TNC's?

Supports
increase in
permanent taxi
permits?

Supports
temporary "peak
time" taxi
permits?

Supports cab
stands?

Uses public/
alternative
transit?

Willing to go a
week without a
personal
vehicle, to see
what
commuters are
facing?

Supports a
robust late
night transit
plan?

ATX SAFER
STREETS

Why do you believe ATX
Safer Streets should
endorse you?

SAFER
STREETS
SCORE

N/A

100°/o

What ATX Safer Streets did:

What should you do with this information:

How ATX Safer Streets scored candidates:

More information on scoring:

We gave all candidates running for Mayor and
City Council a questionnaire, asking them for
their opinions on transportation in Austin, with a
focus on late-night transit.

These scores are not intended to be an
endorsement for any one candidate, and are for
informational purposes only.

Our questionnaire had 14 questions with a yes/no
or positive/negative answer.

Candidates that did not respond to our
questionnaire were not included.

We compared the candidate's answers to how we
would have answered those same questions.

Candidates that did not answer a question,
or answered "yes and no" or "I don't know"
and didn't give a compelling argument for
either side of the issue, did not have these
answers included in their score.

You may or may not agree with every position
ATX Safer Streets takes on these issues; we
encourage you to research each candidate and
vote for the one you feel best represents you.

We then added up the number of answers that
agreed with ours, and divided that number by 14.

We have each candidates' long form answer on
our website atxsaferstreets.org, and we
encourage you to go there to read their full
responses.

CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT FOUR

Familiar
withATX
Safer
Streets
goals

Opinion on
state of
Austin
transit

Does Austin
have a
transit
shortage

Supports
expanding
commuter
transit?

Supports
urban rail
initiative?

Supports
using cityowned lots/
garages as
overnight
parking?

Does
Austin
have
enough
"for-hire"
drivers?

These are extremely complex issues, and
our interpretations of those answers may be
different than yours. We have each
candidates' long form answer on our website
atxsaferstreets.org, and we encourage you
to go there to read their full responses.

The result is their ATX Safer Streets "score" which
is a percentage of how we feel their answers are
in line with ours.

Supports
TNC 's?

Supports
increase in
permanent taxi
permits?

Supports
temporary "peak
time" taxi
permits?

Supports cab
stands?

Uses public/
alternative
transit?

Willing to go a
week without a
personal
vehicle, to see
what
commuters are
facing?

Supports a
robust late
night transit
plan?

Why do you believe ATX
Safer Streets should
endorse you?

Gregorio Casar

Being a younger member of
the community myself- I
believe I could successfully
champion the issues you 've
brought forth.

Sharon Mays

I fully support the mission
and goals of ATX Safer
Streets and I welcome the
opportunity to work towards
making Austin's streets safe
for drivers, riders and
pedestrians.

Roberto Perez Jr.

I believe every person in
Austin deserves to live in a
safe, thriving neighborhood.

For informational purposes only This information is not intended as an endorsement for any one candidate.
To see each candidate's full answers, visit atxsaferstreets.org.

SAFER STREETS
SCORE

86°/o

ATX SAFER
STREETS

100°/o

N/A

What ATX Safer Streets did:

What should you do with this information:

How ATX Safer Streets scored candidates:

More information on scoring:

We gave all candidates running for Mayor and
City Council a questionnaire, asking them for
their opinions on transportation in Austin, with a
focus on late-night transit.

These scores are not intended to be an
endorsement for any one candidate, and are for
informational purposes only.

Our questionnaire had 14 questions with a yes/no
or positive/negative answer.

Candidates that did not respond to our
questionnaire were not included.

We compared the candidate's answers to how we
would have answered those same questions.

Candidates that did not answer a question,
or answered "yes and no" or "I don't know"
and didn't give a compelling argument for
either side of the issue, did not have these
answers included in their score.

You may or may not agree with every position
ATX Safer Streets takes on these issues; we
encourage you to research each candidate and
vote for the one you feel best represents you .

We then added up the number of answers that
agreed with ours, and divided that number by 14.
The result is their ATX Safer Streets "score" which
is a percentage of how we feel their answers are
in line with ours.

We have each candidates' long form answer on
our website atxsaferstreets.org, and we
encourage you to go there to read their full
responses.

CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT FIVE

Familiar
withATX
Safer
Streets
goals

Opinion on
state of
Austin
transit

Does Austin
have a
transit
shortage

Supports
expanding
commuter
transit?

Supports
urban rail
initiative?

Supports
using cityowned lots/
garages as
overnight
parking?

Does
Austin
have
enough
"for-hire"
drivers?

Supports
TNC's?

Supports
increase in
permanent taxi
permits?

Supports
temporary "peak
time" taxi
permits?

Supports cab
stands?

Uses public/
alternative
transit?

Willing to go a
week without a
personal
vehicle, to see
what
commuters are
facing?

These are extremely complex issues, and
our interpretations of those answers may be
different than yours. We have each
candidates' long form answer on our website
atxsaferstreets.org, and we encourage you
to go there to read their full responses.

Supports a
robust late
night transit
plan?

Why do you believe ATX
Safer Streets should
endorse you?

SAFER STREETS
SCORE

Dan Buda

I believe I would gain
valuable perspective from
that.

Jason Denny

ATX Safer Streets should
endorse me because lack
of public transportation
options is one of the main
reasons I entered this race

Dave Floyd

I realize there is a
disconnect and there are
resulting problems when we
as a city ask people to have
fun downtown but then don't
have options for them to get
home safely.

Ann Kitchen

I support changing our
approach to addressing
transportation to shift some
of the focus to lower cost,
more immediate relief while
we tackle long-term issues.

86°/o

Mike Rodriguez

I believe in responsive
government, and that
includes addressing the
needs of a substantial
number of people who are
employees requiring late
night support within the
control of the city, plus
visitors who should be
afforded safe transportation
alternatives.

71°/o

For informational purposes only This information is not intended as an endorsement for any one candidate.
To see each candidate's full answers, visit atxsaferstreets.org.
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Safer
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goals
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state of
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transit
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shortage

Supports
expanding
commuter
transit?

Supports
urban rail
initiative?

Supports
using cityowned lots/
garages as
overnight
parking?

Does
Austin
have
enough
"for-hire"
drivers?

Supports
TNC's?

Supports
increase in
permanent taxi
permits?

Supports
temporary "peak
time" taxi
permits?

Supports cab
stands?

Willing to go a
week without a
personal
vehicle, to see
what
commuters are
facing?

Uses public/
alternative
transit?

Supports a
robust late
night transit
plan?

ATX SAFER
STREETS

Why do you believe ATX
Safer Streets should
endorse you?

SAFER
STREETS
SCORE

N/A

100°/o

What ATX Safer Streets did:

What you should do with this information:

How ATX Safer Streets scored candidates:

More information on scoring:

We gave all candidates running for Mayor and
City Council a questionnaire, asking them for
their opinions on transportation in Austin, with a
focus on late-night transit.

These scores are not intended to be an
endorsement for any one candidate, and are for
informational purposes only.

Our questionnaire had 14 questions with a yes/no
or positive/negative answer.

Candidates that did not respond to our
questionnaire were not included.

We compared the candidate's answers to how we
would have answered those same questions.

Candidates that did not answer a question,
or answered "yes and no" or "I don't know"
and didn't give a compelling argument for
either side of the issue, did not have these
answers included in their score.

You may or may not agree with every position
ATX Safer Streets takes on these issues; we
encourage you to research each candidate and
vote for the one you feel best represents you.

We then added up the number of answers that
agreed with ours, and divided that number by 14.
The result is their ATX Safer Streets "score" which
is a percentage of how we feel their answers are
in line with ours.

We have each candidates' long form answer on
our website atxsaferstreets.org, and we
encourage you to go there to read their full
responses.

CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT SIX

Familiar
withATX
Safer
Streets
goals

Opinion on
state of
Austin
transit

Does Austin
have a
transit
shortage

Supports
expanding
commuter
transit?

Supports
urban rail
initiative?

Supports
using cityowned lots/
garages as
overnight
parking?

Does
Austin
have
enough
"for-hire"
drivers?

Supports
TNC 's?

Supports
increase in
permanent taxi
permits?

Supports
temporary "peak
time" taxi
permits?

Supports cab
stands?

Uses public/
alternative
transit?

Willing to go a
week without a
personal
vehicle, to see
what
commuters are
facing?

These are extremely complex issues, and
our interpretations of those answers may be
different than yours. We have each
candidates' long form answer on our website
atxsaferstreets.org, and we encourage you
to go there to read their full responses.

Supports a
robust late
night transit
plan?

Why do you believe ATX
Safer Streets should
endorse you?

Mackenzie Kelly

I believe mission of ATX
Safer Streets is going after
the right transit issues with
Austin.

Jimmy Flannigan

The bottom line is that I am
the only candidate in
District 6 with the
experience and
relationships to actually fix
the problems we have in
Austin.

Lloyd "PETE" Phillips

My strategic, innovated
approach to problem
solving coupled with a
comprehensive background
addressing complex issues
associated with multiple
modes transportation
issues is inline with the
mission of ATX Safe
Streets.

Jay Wiley

On Council I will be an ally
for the issues you care
about.

For informational purposes only This information is not intended as an endorsement for any one candidate.
To see each candidate's full answers, visit atxsaferstreets.org.

SAFER STREETS
SCORE

86°/o

86°/o
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withATX
Safer
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goals

Opinion on
state of
Austin
transit

Does Austin
have a
transit
shortage

Supports
expanding
commuter
transit?

Supports
urban rail
initiative?

Supports
using cityowned lots/
garages as
overnight
parking?

Does
Austin
have
enough
"for-hire"
drivers?

Supports
TNC's?

Supports
increase in
permanent taxi
permits?

Supports
temporary "peak
time" taxi
permits?

Supports cab
stands?

Willing to go a
week without a
personal
vehicle, to see
what
commuters are
facing?

Uses public/
alternative
transit?

Supports a
robust late
night transit
plan?

ATX SAFER
STREETS

Why do you believe ATX
Safer Streets should
endorse you?

SAFER
STREETS
SCORE

N/A

100°/o

What ATX Safer Streets did:

What you should do with this information:

How ATX Safer Streets scored candidates:

More information on scoring:

We gave all candidates running for Mayor and
City Council a questionnaire, asking them for
their opinions on transportation in Austin, with a
focus on late-night transit.

These scores are not intended to be an
endorsement for any one candidate, and are for
informational purposes only.

Our questionnaire had 14 questions with a yes/no
or positive/negative answer.

Candidates that did not respond to our
questionnaire were not included.

We compared the candidate's answers to how we
would have answered those same questions.

Candidates that did not answer a question,
or answered "yes and no" or "I don't know"
and didn't give a compelling argument for
either side of the issue, did not have these
answers included in their score.

You may or may not agree with every position
ATX Safer Streets takes on these issues; we
encourage you to research each candidate and
vote for the one you feel best represents you.

We then added up the number of answers that
agreed with ours, and divided that number by 14.

We have each candidates' long form answer on
our website atxsaferstreets.org, and we
encourage you to go there to read their full
responses.

CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT SEVEN

Familiar
withATX
Safer
Streets
goals

Opinion on
state of
Austin
transit

Does Austin
have a
transit
shortage

Supports
expanding
commuter
transit?

Supports
urban rail
initiative?

Supports
using cityowned lots/
garages as
overnight
parking?

Does
Austin
have
enough
''for-hire"
drivers?

These are extremely complex issues, and
our interpretations of those answers may be
different than yours. We have each
candidates' long form answer on our website
atxsaferstreets.org, and we encourage you
to go there to read their full responses.

The result is their ATX Safer Streets "score" which
is a percentage of how we feel their answers are
in line with ours.

Supports
TNC 's?

Supports
increase in
permanent taxi
permits?

Supports
temporary "peak
time" taxi
permits?

Supports cab
stands?

Uses public/
alternative
transit?

Willing to go a
week without a
personal
vehicle, to see
what
commuters are
facing?

Supports a
robust late
night transit
plan?

Why do you believe ATX
Safer Streets should
endorse you?

SAFER STREETS
SCORE

Jeb Boyt

I am committed to creating
safe streets for walking and
cycling.

Jimmy Paver

I am committed to
advocating for a public
transit system that focuses
on maximizing ridership
where demand exists.

86°/o

Leslie Pool

I recognize that creative
thinking and a willingness to
pilot projects to determine
efficacy can be important
when charting the City's
future.

100°/o

For informational purposes only This information is not intended as an endorsement for any one candidate.
To see each candidate's full answers, visit atxsaferstreets.org.

Familiar
withATX
Safer
Streets
goals

Opinion on
state of
Austin
transit

Does Austin
have a
transit
shortage

Supports
expanding
commuter
transit?

Supports
urban rail
initiative?

Supports
using cityowned lots/
garages as
overnight
parking?

Does
Austin
have
enough
"for-hire"
drivers?

Supports
TNC's?

Supports
increase in
permanent taxi
permits?

Supports
temporary "peak
time" taxi
permits?

Supports cab
stands?

Willing to go a
week without a
personal
vehicle, to see
what
commuters are
facing?

Uses public/
alternative
transit?

Supports a
robust late
night transit
plan?

ATX SAFER
STREETS

Why do you believe ATX
Safer Streets should
endorse you?

SAFER
STREETS
SCORE

N/A

100°/o

What ATX Safer Streets did:

What you should do with this information:

How ATX Safer Streets scored candidates:

More information on scoring:

We gave all candidates running for Mayor and
City Council a questionnaire, asking them for
their opinions on transportation in Austin, with a
focus on late-night transit.

These scores are not intended to be an
endorsement for any one candidate, and are for
informational purposes only.

Our questionnaire had 14 questions with a yes/no
or positive/negative answer.

Candidates that did not respond to our
questionnaire were not included.

We compared the candidate's answers to how we
would have answered those same questions.

Candidates that did not answer a question,
or answered "yes and no" or "I don't know"
and didn't give a compelling argument for
either side of the issue, did not have these
answers included in their score.

You may or may not agree with every position
ATX Safer Streets takes on these issues; we
encourage you to research each candidate and
vote for the one you feel best represents you .

We then added up the number of answers that
agreed with ours, and divided that number by 14.

We have each candidates' long form answer on
our website atxsaferstreets.org, and we
encourage you to go there to read their full
responses.

CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT EIGHT

Familiar
withATX
Safer
Streets
goals

Opinion on
state of
Austin
transit

Does Austin
have a
transit
shortage

Supports
expanding
commuter
transit?

Supports
urban rail
initiative?

Supports
using cityowned lots/
garages as
overnight
parking?

Does
Austin
have
enough
''for-hire"
drivers?

These are extremely complex issues, and
our interpretations of those answers may be
different than yours. We have each
candidates' long form answer on our website
atxsaferstreets.org, and we encourage you
to go there to read their full responses.

The result is their ATX Safer Streets "score" which
is a percentage of how we feel their answers are
in line with ours.

Supports
TNC 's?

Supports
increase in
permanent taxi
permits?

Supports
temporary "peak
time" taxi
permits?

Supports cab
stands?

Uses public/
alternative
transit?

Willing to go a
week without a
personal
vehicle, to see
what
commuters are
facing?

Supports a
robust late
night transit
plan?

Why do you believe ATX
Safer Streets should
endorse you?

Becky Bray

Given where I live, the
riding of public
transportation is very
difficult.

Ed Scruggs

Your organization is to be
applauded - and certainly
not judged. You give give
voice to the concerns of
many - and I look forward to
working with you to make
this a safer city.

Ellen Troxclair

Safe late night
transportation is an issue
that I am passionate about
regardless of my campaign
for City Council.

For informational purposes only This information is not intended as an endorsement for any one candidate.
To see each candidate's full answers, visit atxsaferstreets.org.

SAFER STREETS
SCORE

Familiar
withATX
Safer
Streets
goals

Opinion on
state of
Austin
transit

Does Austin
have a
transit
shortage

Supports
expanding
commuter
transit?

Supports
urban rail
initiative?

Supports
using cityowned lots/
garages as
overnight
parking?

Does
Austin
have
enough
"for-hire"
drivers?

Supports
TNC's?

Supports
increase in
permanent taxi
permits?

Supports
temporary "peak
time" taxi
permits?

Supports cab
stands?

Willing to go a
week without a
personal
vehicle, to see
what
commuters are
facing?

Uses public/
alternative
transit?

Supports a
robust late
night transit
plan?

ATX SAFER
STREETS

Why do you believe ATX
Safer Streets should
endorse you?

SAFER
STREETS
SCORE

N/A

100°/o

What ATX Safer Streets did:

What you should do with this information:

How ATX Safer Streets scored candidates:

More information on scoring:

We gave all candidates running for Mayor and
City Council a questionnaire, asking them for
their opinions on transportation in Austin, with a
focus on late-night transit.

These scores are not intended to be an
endorsement for any one candidate, and are for
informational purposes only.

Our questionnaire had 14 questions with a yes/no
or positive/negative answer.

Candidates that did not respond to our
questionnaire were not included.

We compared the candidate's answers to how we
would have answered those same questions.

Candidates that did not answer a question,
or answered "yes and no" or "I don't know"
and didn't give a compelling argument for
either side of the issue, did not have these
answers included in their score.

You may or may not agree with every position
ATX Safer Streets takes on these issues; we
encourage you to research each candidate and
vote for the one you feel best represents you .

We then added up the number of answers that
agreed with ours, and divided that number by 14.

We have each candidates ' long form answer on
our website atxsaferstreets.org, and we
encourage you to go there to read their full
responses .

CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT NINE

Familiar
withATX
Safer
Streets
goals

Opinion on
state of
Austin
transit

Does Austin
have a
transit
shortage

Supports
expanding
commuter
transit?

Supports
urban rail
initiative?

Supports
using cityowned lots/
garages as
overnight
parking?

Does
Austin
have
enough
"for-hire"
drivers?

These are extremely complex issues, and
our interpretations of those answers may be
different than yours. We have each
candidates' long form answer on our website
atxsaferstreets.org, and we encourage you
to go there to read their full responses .

The result is their ATX Safer Streets "score" which
is a percentage of how we feel their answers are
in line with ours.

Supports
TNC 's?

Supports
increase in
permanent taxi
permits?

Supports
temporary "peak
time" taxi
permits?

Supports cab
stands?

Uses public/
alternative
transit?

Willing to go a
week without a
personal
vehicle, to see
what
commuters are
facing?

Supports a
robust late
night transit
plan?

Why do you believe ATX
Safer Streets should
endorse you?

Erin McGann

I would like to see a safer,
easier to maneuver Austin.

Chris Riley

As a car-free Austinite
who's committed to
innovative transportation
and enjoys nightlife, I'm
about as enthusiastic a
supporter of this cause as
we 're likely to get on the
Council.

Kathie Tovo

By working together and
focusing on proper
planning , we can ensure we
are allocating our resources
effectively and efficiently.

No answer

No answer

For informational purposes only This information is not intended as an endorsement for any one candidate.
To see each candidate's full answers, visit atxsaferstreets.org.

SAFER STREETS
SCORE

100°/o

Familiar
withATX
Safer
Streets
goals

Opinion on
state of
Austin
transit

Does Austin
have a
transit
shortage

Supports
expanding
commuter
transit?

Supports
urban rail
initiative?

Supports
using cityowned lots/
garages as
overnight
parking?

Does
Austin
have
enough
"for-hire"
drivers?

Supports
TNC's?

Supports
increase in
permanent taxi
permits?

Supports
temporary "peak
time" taxi
permits?

Supports cab
stands?

Willing to go a
week without a
personal
vehicle, to see
what
commuters are
facing?

Uses public/
alternative
transit?

Supports a
robust late
night transit
plan?

ATX SAFER
STREETS

Why do you believe ATX
Safer Streets should
endorse you?

SAFER
STREETS
SCORE

N/A

100°/o

What ATX Safer Streets did:

What you should do with this information:

How ATX Safer Streets scored candidates:

More information on scoring:

We gave all candidates running for Mayor and
City Council a questionnaire, asking them for
their opinions on transportation in Austin, with a
focus on late-night transit.

These scores are not intended to be an
endorsement for any one candidate, and are for
informational purposes only.

Our questionnaire had 14 questions with a yes/no
or positive/negative answer.

Candidates that did not respond to our
questionnaire were not included.

We compared the candidate's answers to how we
would have answered those same questions.

Candidates that did not answer a question,
or answered "yes and no" or "I don't know"
and didn't give a compelling argument for
either side of the issue, did not have these
answers included in their score.

You may or may not agree with every position
ATX Safer Streets takes on these issues; we
encourage you to research each candidate and
vote for the one you feel best represents you.

We then added up the number of answers that
agreed with ours, and divided that number by 14.

We have each candidates' long form answer on
our website atxsaferstreets.org, and we
encourage you to go there to read their full
responses.

CITY COUNCIL
DISTRICT TEN

Familiar
withATX
Safer
Streets
goals

Opinion on
state of
Austin
transit

Does Austin
have a
transit
shortage

Supports
expanding
commuter
transit?

Supports
urban rail
initiative?

Supports
using cityowned lots/
garages as
overnight
parking?

Does
Austin
have
enough
"for-hire"
drivers?

These are extremely complex issues, and
our interpretations of those answers may be
different than yours. We have each
candidates' long form answer on our website
atxsaferstreets.org, and we encourage you
to go there to read their full responses.

The result is their ATX Safer Streets "score" which
is a percentage of how we feel their answers are
in line with ours.

Supports
TNC 's?

Supports
increase in
permanent taxi
permits?

Supports
temporary "peak
time" taxi
permits?

Supports cab
stands?

Uses public/
alternative
transit?

Willing to go a
week without a
personal
vehicle, to see
what
commuters are
facing?

Supports a
robust late
night transit
plan?

Why do you believe ATX
Safer Streets should
endorse you?

Margie Burciaga

I fully support the efforts of
this organization, the
mission behind the cause
and due to personnel
experiences of knowing
firsthand the transportation
issues, which have been
part of my original platform.

Tina Cannon

As someone who uses a
bike to get around (in cooler
months) and as a hopeful
public official I will do
everything possible to
impact public transportation
options.

Mandy Dealey

SAFER STREETS
SCORE

I strongly support having
options for folks who have
been drinking to get home
without endangering
themselves or others.

In some cases
it is good, in
other cases it
has problems.

My emphasis will be more
on the private sector
opportunities including but
not limited to TNC 's along
with efficient use of public
transit resources (mainly a
better bus system).

Bill Worsham

For informational purposes only This information is not intended as an endorsement for any one candidate.
To see each candidate's full answers, visit atxsaferstreets.org.

86°/o

